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KOSHA produces 2 types of safety tunes

In collaboration with Hong Ji Yun, a trot signer, and 

Napkins, a music creator

□ The KOSHA produced two types of safety songs in versions of

Trot and Hip-hop through collaboration with renowned pop

artists based on the theme of occupational safety.

□ The KOSHA engaged in the production of “Together, Safety,” a
safety tune in a Rock Trot version and “SAFE,” a safety song

in a hip-hop version, in order to spontaneously elevate the
safety awareness through music tunes that can be appreciated
by all ages with various preferences.

○ “Together, Safety” is featured by

Hong Ji Yun, a singer who won

the run-up prize from the ‘Miss

Trot 2,’ and delivers a message,

“Industrial accidents can be

prevented when business owners

and workers work together.”

○ “SAFE,” a hip-hop song, was joined

by Napkins, a music creator and the

first Korean who recorded over 1

billion views at ‘TicTok,’ a widely

popular social media network among

the young generations.

- Most of all, this tune promotes interests and awareness for

the safety as it generated rhythms and harmony through the

sounds coming from equipments and facilities actually used
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at the construction sites and manufacturing businesses.

○ Two types of music videos on these safety songs can be viewed

via the official Youtube channel of the KOSHA.

□ “The theme of ‘safety’ can be easily received as a serious

subject; however, I do hope this theme can be viewed in a

friendlier way through cheerful tunes and lyrics, thanks to

collaborative works with famous pop artists,” DooYong Park,

the President of KOSHA, said. “Hopefully, these efforts can

provide a great opportunity for business owners and works at

all ages, including future industrial workforce and middle aged

class, to take another look at the importance of the safety,”

Park added.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpzP634fEmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp-yTuuKPrg

